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Abstract

The mass of magnetic monopoles is of great importance when conducting experiments designed to find then. We
have thus calculated the mass of a magnetic monopole, by both analytical and numerical means. As the mass of the
monopole proposed by Dirac in 1931 is a free parameter, we have instead studied the monopole put forward by ’t Hooft
and Polyakov later in 1974. The ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole is a static finite energy solution to the Georgi–Glashow
model with the gauge group SU(2). This model is not a full representation of nature as several physical phenomenas,
such as the Z boson, are left out. We have chosen this model however, because it is the simplest model that admits
monopoles as finite energy solutions. The methods that we have used can be applied to other models as well. To calculate
the mass, we first obtained the static energy from the Lagrangian, and then substituting an ansatz regarding the
gauge and scalar fields, made by ’t Hooft and Polyakov. From this, we then calculated the the equations of motion.
These equations are a system of coupled non-linear differential equations with only one known analytical solution,
corresponding to the lower mass limit of the monopole. This lower limit solution is obtained by considering the
Bogomol’nyi–Prasad–Sommerfield bound. In the general case, no analytical solution is known and the solutions needs
to be calculated numerically. We have therefore adopted a boundary value problem solver in MATLAB called bvpc4.
The boundary conditions was naturally obtained from the static energy using the condition of finite energy. We have
found the mass range of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole to be 11.0-19.7 TeV/c2. In this report, we have also considered
the mass of dyons, particles of both electric and magnetic charge, as proposed by Schwinger in 1969. Julia and Zee
generalized the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole to include electric charge as well. We have calculated the mass range
of the Julia–Zee dyon of equal electric and magnetic charge to be 22.0-24.5 TeV/c2. However, because we are using
the SU(2) Georgi–Glashow model, the calculated monopole and dyon mass ranges are probably not very realistic.

Sammanfattning

Massan hos magnetiska monopoler är viktig när man utför experiment för att försöka att hitta dom. Vi har därför
beräknat masson på en magnetisk monopol, genom både analytiska och numeriska metoder. Eftersom att massan hos
Dirac monopolen som föreslogs 1931 är en fri parameter så har vi istället undersökt ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopolen
som upptäcktes 1974. ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopolen är en statisk finit energi lösning till Georgi–Glashow modellen
med gauge grupp SU(2). Denna model beskriver dock inte vår verklighet fullständigt då den bland annat saknar Z
bosonen. Vi valde SU(2) Georgi–Glashow modellen eftersom att det är den simplaste modellen som har magnetiska
monopoler som finita energi lösningar. För att beräkna massan så har vi först fått fram den statiska energin utifrån
Lagrangianen och sedan använt en ansatz av ’t Hooft och Polyakov som beskriver gauge och skalär fälten. Sedan
beräknade vi rörelseekvationerna som består av ett system av kopplade icke-linjära differential ekvationer, som endast
har en känd analytisk lösning. Denna lösning motsvarar den lägsta massan för monopolen och fås när man använder
Bogomol’nyi–Prasad–Sommerfield gränsen. I det allmänna fallet så finns ingen analytisk lösning och vi måste därför
använda numeriska lösningsmetoder. Vi har valt att använda randvillkors-metoden bvpc4 i MATLAB för att lösa detta
system. Randvillkoren fick vi genom att använde villkoret för att den statiska energin skall vara ändlig. Massan hos
’t Hooft–Polyakov monopolen beräknades slutligen till 11.0-19.7 TeV/c2. I denna rapport så har vi även undersökt
dyoner, som är partiklar med både elektrisk och magnetisk laddning, som föreslogs av Schwinger 1969. Julia och Zee
generaliserade ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopolen för att även inkludera elektrisk laddning. Vi har beräknat massan på den så
kallade Julia–Zee dyonen, och funnit att dyoner med lika delar elektrisk och magnetisk laddning har ett intervall av
massan på 22.0-24.5 TeV/c2. Dock så är förmodligen inte beräkningen av monopolens och dyonens mass realistisk, då vi
har har använt SU(2) Georgi–Glashow modellen.
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Introduction

A magnetic monopole is a hypothetical particle that behaves as a single north or south magnetic
pole. When Maxwell formulated his equations of electrodynamics, he did not include magnetic
monopoles as he assumed that they did not exist because there was no evidence suggesting
otherwise. Even today, there is still no experimental evidence that shows that magnetic monopoles
occur in nature. Therefore, the knowledge about its mass is of great interest as it directly relates to
our possibility to find them. If the mass of the magnetic monopole is sufficiently low, we might
be able to create them in particle accelerators in the near future. On the other hand, if magnetic
monopoles turns out to be massive, we might never be able to create even a single magnetic
monopole and thus its existence may forever reamin a mystery to us.

In 1931, Dirac [1] showed that the existence of a single magnetic monopole somewhere in all of
space, implies the quantization of electric charges, a phenomenon observed in nature with so
far no other explanation. He described the monopole as the endpoint of an infinitesimally thin,
infinitely extended solenoid. This ensured that the vector potential was still defined in the presence
of a magnetic source, but renders the potential singular along the line of the solenoid. Dirac also
postulated why magnetic monopoles have never yet been observed in nature, by showing that the
force between two magnetic monopoles is several magnitudes greater that of two electrons, hence
making them hard to separate. Later on, Dirac’s arguments got less and less attention because of
the continuous absence of magnetic monopoles, after lots of experimental search. This all changed
in 1974, when ’t Hooft [2] and Polyakov [3] independently discovered magnetic monopoles as
topological solitons, i.e. finite energy solutions, in the Georgi–Glashow [4] model with gauge
group SU(2). It was then showed that magnetic monopoles was an inherent property of many
non-Abelian models and not only the Georgi–Glashow model, making the case for magnetic
monopoles even more interesting. This makes the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole very different from
the Dirac monopole, in the sense that the source of magnetic charge in the Dirac monopole needs
to be put in by hand, but is a resulting property of the underlying theory for the ’t Hooft–Polyakov
monopole. Furthermore, the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole is not a singular description. The
work done by ’t Hooft and Polyakov resulted in the modern view of magnetic monopoles and
sparked a large interest in the study of their properties. Julia and Zee [5] generalized the ’t Hooft–
Polyakov monopole to include electric charge, already in the same year as the publications by
’t Hooft and Polyakov. These particles that have both electric and magnetic charge are called dyons.

In this report, we have considered the simplest model that admits magnetic monopoles as
solitons, namely the 3+1 dimensional (three ordinary space dimensions and one time dimension)
Georgi–Glashow model with the non-Abelian gauge group SU(2). This model is a grand unification
theory that was one of the first to incorporate the electroweak interaction. To obtain the magnetic
monopole and dyon solution we have used the ’t Hooft–Polyakov–Julia–Zee ansatz together with
the condition of finite energy. Then, we obtained the equations of motions which are a system of
coupled non-linear differential equations, with no known general solution. This system has been
solved numerically by adopting a boundary value problem solver in MATLAB for different values
of the scalar coupling constant, to get the mass range of monopoles and dyons. The system also
has one analytical solution corresponding to the Bogomol’nyi–Prasad–Sommerfield (BPS) bound,
which is the lower limit of the mass. The mass of the monopole and dyon was found to depend
upon the Higgs expectation value, which sets the natural energy scale of the model, as well as
the electric and magnetic charge. Finally, by using the current experimental value of the Higgs
expectation value [6], we have determined the mass range of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole to
be 11.0-19.7 TeV/c2, and 22.0-24.5 TeV/c2 for the Julia–Zee dyon.
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Background

2.1 The Electromagnetic Duality

In this section we will by give a short introduction to classical electromagnetic duality. We start
with the well known Maxwell’s equations in vacuum using Gaussian units [7]:

∇ · E = 0, −∇× E = 1
c

∂B
∂t ,

∇ · B = 0, ∇× B = 1
c

∂E
∂t ,

(2.1)

where E, B are the electric and magnetic fields respectively and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Maxwell’s equations in vacuum are invariant under the following duality transform[7]:(

E′

B′

)
=

(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

)(
E
B

)
, (2.2)

for any constant real angle θ. This duality transform mixes the roles of the electric and magnetic
fields without changing the underlying physics. In the case of θ = π/2 we get that the electric
and magnetic field are fully exchanged:

E→ B, B→ −E. (2.3)

But now if we were to consider Maxwell’s equations in vacuum including electric sources only, as
no magnetic sources (i.e magnetic monopoles) has yet been observed, the divergence of E is no
longer zero. Instead it equals 4πρe, where ρe is the electric charge density. The curl of B also gains
a term coming from electric current Je. Now, Maxwell’s equations (2.1) are no longer invariant
under the duality transform (2.2), thus the symmetry is broken. However, by allowing magnetic
monopoles, we can generalize Maxwell’s equations to include magnetic charge densities ρm and
magnetic current densities Jm:

∇ · E = 4πρe, −∇× E = 1
c

∂B
∂t + 4π

c Jm,

∇ · B = 4πρm, ∇× B = 1
c

∂E
∂t +

4π
c Je,

(2.4)

Then, Maxwell’s equations become invariant under the duality transformation defined by (2.2),
if sources are transformed in the same way as the fields. Like before, the roles of electricity and
magnetism are exchanged when θ = π/2, but now includes charges and currents as well:

ρe → ρm, ρm → −ρe,

Je → Jm, Jm → −Je.
(2.5)

This means that the symmetry of Maxwell’s equations in vacuum is restored if we introduce
magnetic charges. Let us now look at the simplest magnetic monopole, the Dirac monopole [1].
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2.2 Dirac Monopole

In the famous article by Dirac in 1931 [1], he proposed his idea of magnetic monopoles with
arguments from quantum mechanics. In the article he showed that the quantization of electric
charge would be explained by the existence of a single magnetic monopole somewhere in all of
space. Let us now go through his arguments in detail.

The Dirac monopole is a magnetic point source, just as the electron is an electric point source.
Dirac’s monopole arises when considering singularities in the wave function of a free moving
charged particle, such as an electron. A wave function is an object in quantum mechanics that
describes the entire state of a system and can be used to get the probability of finding the system
in a specific state at any given time. Note that we will only consider the wave function of a single
particle.

Dirac began by saying that the change in phase ∆β of a wave function around any closed
curve in space is the same for all wave functions. This is because the of the integral of the inner
product of two arbitrary wave functions (ψa and ψb), whose square represents the probability of a
transition between the two states, must have a real value as probabilities cannot be imaginary1:∫

ψaψ∗b d3x ∈ R. (2.6)

This means that the change in phase around a closed curve must be independent of the state of
the system and thus a property of the environment itself. Let us consider the simplest possible
system, an electrically charged particle described by the wave function:

ψ = ψ1eiβ, (2.7)

where the modulus |ψ| = |ψ1| and ψ1 = ψ1(x, y, z, t). Thus we put the indeterminacy of the phase
into the factor eiβ. The indeterminacy comes from the fact that the phase is only defined when
considering the difference between two points. It is only when we consider the change in phase
between two points of our wave function, will the phase has a physical meaning. From this follows
that β must have definite derivatives with respect to all coordinates x, y, z, t. This is analogous to a
potential that in itself is not physical and only has meaning when considering the change between
two points, as it is defined up to a constant. We will define the wave vector as:

kx =
∂β

∂x
, ky =

∂β

∂y
, kz =

∂β

∂z
, kt =

∂β

∂t
, (2.8)

which because of the indeterminacy of the phase do not necessarily satisfy the conditions of
integrability:

∂kx

∂y
−

∂ky

∂x
= 0,

∂ky

∂z
− ∂kz

∂y
= 0,

∂kz

∂x
− ∂kx

∂z
= 0, ∇kt −

∂k
∂t

= 0, (2.9)

where k = (kx, ky, kz). As a result, ∆β integrated around a closed loop can be reformulated using
Stokes theorem:

∆β =
∮

C
k · dr =

∫
S
(∇× k) · dS, (2.10)

1The differential d3x is a more convenient way of writing dxdydz.
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where dr is a line element of the closed curve C that bounds the surface S, and dS is the surface
element of S. If we assume that ψ satisfy the wave equation and then differentiate ψ, we find that
ψ1 will satisfy the corresponding wave equation in which the momentum operator p and energy
operator H have been replaced by p + hk and H − hkt respectively. Then, by considering the
Hamiltonian of a free moving particle of charge q = −e and mass m in an electromagnetic field:

H =
1

2m

(
p +

e
c

A
)2

+ qφ (2.11)

we can solve for the potentials A and φ, and thus give a physical meaning to the phase change.
Note that A is the vector potential of the magnetic field and φ is the scalar potential of the electric
field:

A =
hc
e

k, φ = −h
e

kt. (2.12)

We can then get the fields by differentiating the potentials:

∇× k =
e

hc
B, ∇kt −

∂k
∂t

=
e
h

E. (2.13)

As stated above, the phase change ∆β of an arbitrary wave function must be the same around any
closed curve. We can then realize that ∆β can differ by a constant 2πn, for any integer n, because:

ei∆β → ei(∆β+2πn) = ei∆β. (2.14)

If we now make the closed curve infinitely small, we can argue that n = 0, if we assume the wave
functions to be continuous around the loop. But if we were to introduce a discontinuity in one of
the wave functions around such loop, where ψ = 0, the argument goes away and n can be any
integer. Because of this, Dirac introduced the concept of nodal singularities: lines in space where
ψ = 0. He argued that if such a nodal line2 is present inside the closed curve which we integrate
around, the phase change becomes:

∆β = ∆β0 + 2πn. (2.15)

Here ∆β0 is the phase change of an arbitrary wave function and ∆β is the phase change of the
same wave function but including a nodal line. Combining this result with 2.10 and 2.13, we get
that the phase change integrated over a closed curve is:

∆β =
∫

S
(∇× k) · dS = 2πn +

e
hc

∫
S

B · dS, (2.16)

where B is integrated over the same surface S bounded by the closed curve C from (2.10). If we
let S be a closed surface, the boundary C will vanish and thus making the phase change ∆β zero.
This makes the term 2πn equal for all wave functions, meaning that is must be a property of the
field. Dirac argued that the integer n is only non-zero when a nodal line has its endpoint inside of
the closed surface S, as if it were to pass the surface an even number of times, the nodal string
would contribute equal and opposite to n, canceling any effect. We thus find that there must be a

2Now days also called a Dirac string.
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magnetic charge g inside the surface:

2πn = − e
hc

∮
S

B · dS = − e
hc

(4πg), (2.17)

which results in Dirac’s famous quantization conditions:

2
eg
hc

= n, (n = 0, ±1, ±2 ...). (2.18)

This tells us that if any magnetic monopoles exist in the universe, then electric charges must be
quantized. By then using Dirac’s quantization condition (2.18) together with the electromagnetic
duality (2.3) we get the following duality transform (when n = 1):

e→ g =
hc
2e

, g→ −e = − hc
2g

. (2.19)

Meaning that e can be replaced by hc/2e. We can now observe that because the electric charge e is
small, hc/2e must be large. This result implies that there is a symmetry that exchanges a set of
strong and weak forces, as the strength of charge will determine the strength of the Coulomb forces.

Now, from Dirac’s quantization condition (2.18) and n = 1, we can also get the magnetic coupling
strength:

g
e
=

hc
2e2 ≈

137
2

. (2.20)

This means that the Coulomb force between two magnetic monopoles of unit charge (n = 1) is
(137/2)2 ≈ 4700 times stronger then that of two electrons, making magnetic monopoles very
hard to separate. This may be one of the reasons why magnetic monopoles are so hard to find
experimentally.

But despite the good theoretical framework provided by Dirac, the Dirac monopole is left with a
few problems. First off, the mass of the monopole is not calculable as the source is put in by hand,
making mass a free parameter. Secondly, the monopole creates a singular vector potential along
the nodal line. The singular vector potential can be managed within the framework of differential
geometry, as we will see for the Wu–Yang monopole [8] which shows that the singularity can be
removed by a gauge transformation. Now, let us study the vector potential of the Dirac monopole.

2.3 Vector Potential of a Dirac Monopole

In this section we will be looking at the celebrated Dirac potential [1]. One may think that the
vector potential from a Coulomb-like magnetic field would be trivial to obtain from the standard
definition:

B = ∇×A =
gr̂
r2 . (2.21)

by a simple integration. But there is a problem, as B must be sourceless ∇ · B = 0, meaning no
magnetic monopole, because the divergence of a curl is always zero. This means that A cannot
exist everywhere, even if the problem only occurs at the origin. To resolve this, Dirac used a
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singular vector potential. In spherical coordinates3 (r, θ, φ), one possible vector potential is [9]:

A =
g(1− cos(θ))

r sin(θ)
φ̂, (2.22)

which is the Dirac potential. We can see that it is singular along the line θ = π from the origin to
infinity. This potential is not unique however, as there exists many such potentials that describe a
magnetic monopole, but all of them have will have singularities. This singular string is the nodal
line described in the previous section and is sometimes also referred to as the Dirac string.

The singular line can be thought of as an infinitesimally thin solenoid placed in the negative
z-direction with its positive end at the origin, with a field strength g. The magnetic field would be
[9]:

Bsol = g
(

r̂
r2 + µ(−z)δ(x)δ(y)ẑ

)
, (2.23)

where µ(ξ) is a step function such that µ(ξ) = 0 if ξ < 0, µ(ξ) = 1 if ξ > 0, and δ(ξ) is the usual
Dirac delta function. This magnetic field is source free everywhere: ∇ · Bsol = 0 and is identical to
(2.21) except for the singular flux line along the solenoid, see figure 2.1 for an illustration of the
magnetic field including the singular string. Note that in figure 2.1, the Dirac string is curved,
which is allowed, but in our case we chose it to be along the straight line θ = π for simplicity.

Figure 2.1: The magnetic field of an monopole, including the Dirac string.

2.4 A Non-Singular Description

In 1976 Wu and Yang found that the structure of the Dirac monopole were best described by fiber
bundles [8]. Without going into the description of fiber bundles, Wu and Yang saw that one could
employ more than one vector potential associated with the magnetic monopole. Then it become a
simple task to construct an non-singular description of the potential. Consider the regions of two
slightly overlapping hemispheres, one north RN and one south RS with the potentials AN and AS.

3In the order: radial, azimuth, and zenith angle coordinates.
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Then we can chose the singular line in both potentials to be oriented opposite to the considered
hemispheres, making both AN and AS non-singular in their domain [9]. An example of two such
potentials is [10]:

AN = g(1−cos(θ))
r sin(θ) φ̂ RN : θ ∈ [0, π/2 + δ)

AS = − g(1+cos(θ))
r sin(θ) φ̂ RS : θ ∈ (π/2− δ, π],

(2.24)

where δ is a small value so that the two hemispheres are slightly overlapping. These are both
non-singular in their domains and related by a gauge transformation. An introduction to gauge
transformations will be given in section 3.3. We now have a non-singular description of the Dirac
monopole. It also turns out that the quantization condition (2.18) falls out naturally from this
reasoning, without the need to introduce a Dirac string [10].

2.5 Experimental Search

The hunt for magnetic monopoles has been continuously ongoing from the moment that Dirac
published his results that suggested its existence. Many experiments of different types have since
been performed, but none have been able to get reproducible evidence to show their existence. In
1982, Cabrera [11] conducted an experiment to search for magnetic monopoles. The experiment
setup was a small superconducting coil that would be induced with a characteristic current if
a monopole were to pass through the coil, independent of mass and velocity. He conducted
the experiment for a total of 151 days and detected one event that had the signature of a Dirac
monopole (n = 1). But later experiments have not been able to detect any similar events, even
with exposure times several orders of magnitude longer. Meaning that magnetic monopoles are
very rare if they do exist.

Today, the search for magnetic monopoles continues. Particle accelerators with enough
energy could potentially create monopoles, which would be relativistic and heavily ionizing,
hence easily distinguished from less ionizing particles. Experiments conducted at Fermilab using
proton-proton collisions have not observed magnetic monopoles, and thus concluded that the
lower mass limit is 360 GeV/c2 [12]. Indirect searches are also been performed, such as the
nuclear track detector MoEDAL (the Monopole and Exotics Detector at the LHC) that consists of
different layers of material that will suffer characteristic damage due to highly ionizing particles
[13]. The types of experiments that are required are heavily dependent on the predicted mass of
the magnetic monopole. In the case of direct detections using particle accelerators, the accelerator
must be able to reach sufficient energies for the monopoles to be created.

In recent years, condensed-matter physics groups have observed monopole like field in-
side of magnetic materials called spin ices [14]. These are not true magnetic monopoles in
the sense of a new elementary particle, but rather being quasiparticles mimicking some of its
properties.
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Theory

3.1 Lorentz Transformation and Notation

Special relativity is based of on the two famous postulates by Einstein [15]:

1. The laws of physics are identical in every inertial reference frame1.

2. The speed of of light in vacuum is the same for all inertial observers, regardless of reference
frame or the motion of the light source.

From this follows that the ordinary Galilean transformation, that describe how to transform
coordinates between two different reference frames moving with a constant relative velocity, must
be wrong. Let us explain why this is the case. The Galilean transformation of a constant velocity v
in the x-direction is given by: 

t′ = t
x′ = x− vt
y′ = y
z′ = z.

(3.1)

This means that relative velocities of two reference frames simply add to each other, which turns
out to be problematic. For example, if we have a light source moving with constant velocity v, then
the speed at which the light is traveling would be measured to be v + c by an stationary observer,
but this violates the second postulate. Instead we can introduce the Lorentz transformation, that
will ensure that both postulates are fulfilled. We now define a 4-vector that hold our spacetime
components2 xµ = (x0 = ct, x, y, z). Then the Lorentz transformation of a constant velocity v in
the x-direction, also called a boost in the x-direction, is [16]:

x0′ = γ(x0 − βx1)

x1′ = γ(x1 − βx0)

x2′ = x2

x3′ = x3

, or


x0′

x1′

x2′

x3′

 =


γ −γβ 0 0
−γβ γ 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




x0

x1

x2

x3

 (3.2)

where:
γ =

1√
1− v2

c2

, β =
v
c

. (3.3)

Note that the two expressions in (3.2) are equivalent, but the last is written in matrix form. Now
we have a transformation that follows the postulate of special relativity. Objects which do not
change under Lorentz transformation are said to be Lorentz invariant. Then, by referring to the
4× 4 matrix in (3.2) as the Lorentz transformation matrix Λ we can write the transformation more
compactly:

xµ → xµ ′ =
3

∑
µ=0

Λµ′
νxν = Λµ′

νxν, (3.4)

where the last step is true because we have adopted the Einstein summation convention, see [10].

If we then try to define a scalar product in the same was as for three dimensions we

1By inertial, we are referring to reference frames with constant velocities relative each other.
2By using x0 = ct, we change the time component from a unit of seconds to meters.
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run into the problem of it not being Lorentz invariant. It is easy to show that we must introduce
some flipped signs for the four dimensional scalar product to be invariant. Given two 4-vectors a
and b we get the following scalar product [16]:

aµbµ = aµbµ = a0b0 − a1b1 − a2b2 − a3b3, (3.5)

which is Lorentz invariant:

a0′b
0′ − a1′b

1′ − a2′b
2′ − a3′b

3′ = a0b0 − a1b1 − a2b2 − a3b3. (3.6)

The signs are determined by the diagonal of the (symmetric) Minkowski metric tensor gµν:

gµν =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , (3.7)

but are not unique in the sense that one can flip all the signs and also get a Lorentz invariant
scalar product. The sign convention that we will be using is the same as in the book Classical
Electrodynamics by Jackson [7]. We can now introduce the concept of covariant vectors aµ with
lower index, which differs from the so far used contravariant vectors aµ with raised index, by:

aµ = (a0, a1, a2, a3) = gµνaν = (a0,−a1,−a2,−a3). (3.8)

Thus, we can use the metric tensor to raise or lower an index of an vector or tensor:

aµ = gµνaν, aµ = gµνaν, (3.9)

where one should note that gµν = gµν, which is true for our metric tensor, but not in general.

3.2 Maxwell’s Equations in Covariant Form

We will now show that Maxwell’s equations can be written in a more compact covariant form
within the framework of special relativity, using antisymmetric tensors of rank two [16] [7]. Tensors
are precisely the object we need as they are coordinate independent and hence invariant under
Lorentz transformation. Without proof, we start by stating that the electric and magnetic fields
transforms using the Lorentz transformation of a boost in the x-direction of speed v, in the
following way:

E′x = Ex, E′y = γ(Ey − βBz), E′z = γ(Ez + βBy),
B′x = Bx, B′y = γ

(
By + βEz

)
, B′z = γ

(
Bz − βEy

)
.

(3.10)

Proof of this can be found in [7]. From (3.10), we can see that the components of electric and
magnetic fields do not transform like the spatial components (x, y, z) of four vectors, in the sense
that the fields get mixed with each other. It turns out that an antisymmetric second rank tensor
transforms precisely like this and has the desired 6 components, three each for the electric and
magnetic field components. Let us follow the workflow of Griffiths [16] to show this. First we

10
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define an arbitrary tensor Fµν:

Fµν =


F00 F01 F02 F03

F10 F11 F12 F13

F20 F21 F22 F23

F30 F31 F32 F33

 , (3.11)

and because of this being an antisymmetric tensor, switching indices introduces a minus:

Fµν = −Fνµ, (3.12)

opposite to a symmetric tensor where the sign stays the same. Thus for our tensor to obey this,
only six elements remain unique:

Fµν =


0 F01 F02 F03

−F01 0 F12 F13

−F02 −F12 0 F23

−F03 −F13 −F23 0,

 (3.13)

where the diagonal must be zero as that is the only number that is negative itself. Now we must
show that Fµν transforms as a rank 2 tensor under Lorentz transformation:

Fµν → Fµ′ν′ = Λµ′
ρΛν′

σFρσ, (3.14)

where the transformation is determined by the number of spacetime indices, meaning that we get
one Lorentz transformation matrix for each index. Next, we will calculate F0′1′ , which explicitly is
the following summation:

F0′1′ = Λ0′
0Λ1′

0F00 + Λ0′
0Λ1′

1F01 + Λ1′
0Λ0′

1F10 + Λ1′
0Λ1′

1F11, (3.15)

where most of the terms in the sum has become zero, as only the four upper left components of Λ
is non-zero, see the definition (3.2). Then from (3.13), we have that F00 = F11 = 0 and F01 = −F10,
hence:

F0′1′ = (Λ0′
0Λ1′

1 −Λ1′
0Λ0′

1)F01 = γ2(1− β2)F01 = F01. (3.16)

By the same reasoning, we get all of the components to be:

F0′1′ = F01, F0′2′ = γ(F02 − βF12), F0′3′ = γ(F03 + βF31),
F2′3′ = F23, F3′1′ = γ(F31 + βF03), F1′2′ = γ(F12 − βF02).

(3.17)

Then we can compare this result with the transformation of the electromagnetic fields (3.10) and
see that they are the same if we define:

F01 ≡ −Ex, F02 ≡ −Ey, F03 ≡ −Ez, F23 ≡ −Bx F31 ≡ −By F12 ≡ −Bz. (3.18)

This is in fact the so called field strength tensor [7]:

Fµν =


0 −Ex −Ey −Ez

Ex 0 −Bz By
Ex Bz 0 −Bx
Ez −By Bx 0

 . (3.19)
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Then we can also define the dual field strength tensor:

F̃µν ≡ 1
2

εµνρσFρσ =


0 −Bx −By −Bz

Bx 0 Ez −Ey
Bx −Ez 0 Ex
Bz Ey −Ex 0

 , (3.20)

which is a special case of the duality transform (2.2), such that: E→ B and B→ −E. Notice that
the field strength tensor in the definition is contravariant and thus we needed to use the metric to
lower the indices (one for each index) from the already known covariant one:

Fµν = gµρgνσFρσ. (3.21)

The tensor εµνρσ is the fourth rank Levi–Civita symbol, sometimes also called the permutation
symbol. The Levi–Civita symbol in n-dimensions is defined as:

εi1i2...in =


+1 for any even permutation of (i1, i2, ... in)
−1 for any odd permutation of (i1, i2, ... in)
0 otherwise

, (3.22)

where an even permutation is when the numbers (i1, i2, ... in) occur in the cyclic order of
(1, , 2 , ... n), or (0, , 1 , ... n − 1) in our case, and an odd permutation is when they occur
in reverse cyclic order. Note that if any two indices are repeated εi1i2...in = 0. For example:
ε123 = ε312 = ε231 = 1 and ε321 = ε132 = ε213 = −1. It follows from the definition that the
Levi–Civita symbol is antisymmetric. For important identities of the Levi–Civita symbol and its
relation to the Kronecker delta, see [10].

We have left to include the electric scalar potential φ and the magnetic vector potential
A in our description of the field strength tensor and its dual. The fields are expressed in terms of
the potentials in the following way [7]:

E = −1
c

∂A
∂t
−∇φ, B = ∇×A (3.23)

From this, we can construct an 4-vector that includes both potentials. We call this new potential
the 4-vector potential which is intuitively defined as [7]:

Aµ = (φ, A) = (φ, Ax, Ay, Az). (3.24)

Now, in terms of this 4-potential, the field strength tensor (3.19) can be written as:

Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ, (3.25)

where ∂µ is the 4-gradient. The covariant and contravariant 4-gradients are defined as [7]:

∂µ ≡
(

∂
∂x0 , −∇

)
=
(

∂
∂x0 , − ∂

∂x1 , − ∂
∂x2 , − ∂

∂x3

)
∂µ ≡

(
∂

∂x0 , ∇
)
=
(

∂
∂x0 , ∂

∂x1 , ∂
∂x2 , ∂

∂x3

) (3.26)
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Remember the definition of xµ, where we chose the time component to be ct, thus ∂
∂x0 = 1

c
∂
∂t .

Finally, we will calculate a few components of Fµν to convince the reader that we are not lying:

∂0 A1 − ∂1 A0 = 1
c

∂Ax
∂t + ∂φ

∂x = −Ex,

∂2 A3 − ∂3 A2 = − ∂Az
∂y +

∂Ay
∂z = −(∇× B)x = −Bx.

(3.27)

Doing this for all components yields (3.19) precisely.

The only thing left is to write Maxwell’s equations themselves in this covariant form.
This can be accomplished by first defining the electric 4-current in the same way as the 4-potential
[7]:

Jµ = (cρ, J) = (cρ, Jx, Jy, Jz), (3.28)

that transforms as a 4-vector (tensor) under Lorentz transformation. Then we can realize that the
inhomogeneous Maxwell’s equations (including sources):

∇ · E = 4πρ, ∇× B− 1
c

∂E
∂t

=
4π

c
J, (3.29)

hold the same information as:
∂µFµν = 4π Jν. (3.30)

Similarly, the homogeneous part of Maxwell’s equations:

∇ · B = 0, ∇× E +
1
c

∂B
∂t

= 0, (3.31)

can be written as:
∂µ F̃µν = 0. (3.32)

See [7] and [16] for proof of (3.30) and (3.32). Now we can easily include magnetic charges as well
by simply rewriting (3.32) as:

∂µ F̃µν = 4π Jν
m, (3.33)

where Jν
m is defined just like the electric 4-current (3.28), but with magnetic charge and current

instead. Note that m stands for magnetic and is thus not an index.

As a conclusion, we have now shown that the second rank asymmetric tensor is pre-
cisely the object needed to construct an Lorentz invariant description of classical electromagnetism.
Then we got two expressions (3.30) and (3.32) which fully incorporate Maxwell’s equations
without magnetic charges, but introducing them was trivially done in (3.33).

3.3 Gauge Transformations

The gauge principle is the requirement that a particular field theory is invariant under local3

gauge transformations. This is what separates gauge field theories from other field theories. In
the following sections, we shall describe this property in detail. Let us first start with the simple
example of electrodynamics.

3Local in this context means that a transformation is coordinate dependent.
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The electromagnetic potentials φ and A are actually not unique for a given system, but
rather there exists a whole family of potentials that produce the same electric and magnetic fields
[7]:

φ→ φ′ = φ− ∂χ

∂t
, A→ A′ = A +∇χ. (3.34)

where χ = χ(t, x, y, z) is an arbitrary scalar function. The transformation (3.34) is called a gauge
transformation and invariance of the fields under such a transformation is called gauge invariance.
In the covariant notation, the 4-potential (3.24) is invariant under the following transformation [9]:

Aµ → A′µ = Aµ + ∂µχ. (3.35)

We can then show that the field strength tensor (3.19) is, just like the electromagnetic fields,
invariant under this transformation. Combining (3.25) and (3.35) results in:

Fµν → F′µν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ + ∂µ∂νχ− ∂ν∂µχ = Fµν. (3.36)

This is true because the elements of electromagnetic group U(1) commutes. A group G(g, ∗) with
elements that commutes under group multiplication is called a Abelian group, meaning that:

a ∗ b− b ∗ a = 0, a, b ∈ G. (3.37)

We will now go into the details of gauge transformations, specifically non-Abelian gauge trans-
formations as this is required to construct the gauge invariant Lagrangian that later will show to
result in magnetic monopoles.

3.4 Non-Abelian Gauge Transformations

In the context of gauge theories, the relevant groups are those of continuous transformations,
which can be parametrized by a finite number of parameters. These groups are called Lie groups
and the transformations are often described as matrices [17]. An example is the abelian one
dimensional unitary group U(1), which consists of all complex numbers with an absolute value of
1 under multiplication, or in other words, all of the phase transformations (which do commute). A
non-Abelian group on the other hand, also called a noncommutative group, is a group (G, ∗) in
which at least some of the elements do not commute under group multiplication:

a ∗ b− b ∗ a 6= 0, a, b ∈ G. (3.38)

We will now introduce the necessary ingredients that we will need to construct a gauge invariant
Lagrangian with a non-Abelian gauge group. We do this because it is the foundation on which
topological magnetic monopoles are built. The workflow and arguments below are based on [18]
[17] [9] [10].

When considering a non-Abelian Lie group, the noncommutativity applies to its generators ta,
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which form a basis for the Lie algebra of the group, that follows the rule4:

[ta, tb] = tatb − tbta = f abctc, (3.39)

where f abc is called the structure constant, and defines the multiplication properties of the Lie
group. A Lie algebra is a vector space together with a binary operation (denoted [ ] and called the
Lie Bracket, as seen in (3.39)), which satisfies the axioms of bilinearity, alternativity and the Jacobi
identity [10].

The normalization of the generators of the gauge group is chosen as:

Tr (tatb) =
1
2

δab. (3.40)

Then, by combining the properties of (3.39) and (3.40), it follows that:

1
2

f abc = Tr ([ta, tb]tc) = Tr (tatbtc − tbtatc), (3.41)

meaning that the structure constant f abc is a totally antisymmetric tensor, which will prove useful
later.

Let us now consider the field φ(x) that transforms according to some representation of a
Lie group. Then we have a matrix U for every element of the group, that follows the multiplication
rules of the group. This means that under a transformation by U, the field φ and its derivative
transform as:

φ(x)→ φ′(x) = Uφ(x),
∂µφ(x)→ (∂µφ(x))′ = U∂µφ(x).

(3.42)

As all the groups that we will be considering are compact, semi-simple Lie groups, the matrix U
can be represented near the unit element as U= exp(θata), where θa are a set of real independent
parameters [10]. We then define this transformation to be a global symmetry, meaning its
everywhere constant in space-time. Then we define an Lagrangian L that we assume is only
dependent of φ and its derivative ∂µφ:

L = L(∂µφ(x), φ(x)). (3.43)

If this Lagrangian L is constructed of only scalar products of any combination of φ and its
derivative ∂µφ, then by unitarity of the representation [18], this Lagrangian will be globally
invariant:

L(∂µφ(x), φ(x)) = L(U∂µφ(x), Uφ(x)). (3.44)

But as our goal is to construct a locally invariant theory, as the gauge principle requires, we also
have to consider the case of a space-time dependent transformation, U=U(x), i.e.,

φ(x)→ φ′(x) = U(x)φ(x),

∂µφ(x)→ (∂µφ(x))′ = U(x)∂µφ(x) + (∂µU(x))φ(x).
(3.45)

This means that terms involving the derivative of φ in the Lagrangian will not be locally invariant,
4We will be using the notation where Roman indices are understood as gauge indices that run from 1 to 3, while Greek

indices represents four-dimensional space-time running from 0 to 3.
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even though the Lagrangian might be globally invariant, because of the extra term (∂µU(x))φ(x).
To solve this problem we can construct the so called covariant derivate Dµ, that by definition will
make the Lagrangian locally invariant. Thus, by replacing ∂µ with Dµ, we should get:

Dµφ(x)→ (Dµφ(x))′ = U(x)Dµφ(x). (3.46)

Solving for the covariant derivative, we find that it is defined as:

Dµφ(x) ≡ ∂µφ(x) + ieAµ(x)φ(x), (3.47)

Where e is an arbitrary constant (larger than 0) called the gauge coupling constant and Aµ is a
vector field that takes values in the Lie algebra of the group, therefore it can be decomposed of the
generators and gauge fields:

Aµ(x) = Aa
µ(x)ta. (3.48)

Note that the plus sign in (3.47) is due to our choice of metric signature (1,−1,−1,−1). If one
uses the signature (−1, 1, 1, 1) instead, the plus become a minus sign. In classical electrodynamics,
which has the gauge group U(1), the vector field Aµ is precisely the four-potential.

The rule of transformation for the field Aµ can determined as we know that Dµφ must
transform like φ. Therefore we begin by expanding the expression (3.46). From here on we will
stop writing the explicit x dependance of φ, Aµ and U.

(Dµφ)′ = U∂µφ + (∂µU)φ + ieUA′µφ

= UDµφ = U∂µφ + ieUAµφ

(3.49)

As these two expressions must be equal, we are left with:

ieUAµφ = (∂µU)φ + ieUA′µφ. (3.50)

By solving for A′µ, we get the transformation:

Aµ → A′µ = UAµU−1 − i
e
(∂µU)U−1. (3.51)

From this, we can see why classical electrodynamics has the gauge group U(1), which have the
group elements U= exp(iθ) for an real angle θ. Recall that the gauge transformation of the
4-potential (3.35) added an gradient of an arbitrary scalar function χ. If we then compute the
transformation by U,

Aµ → A′µ = eiθ Aµe−iθ − i
e

∂µ(eiθ)e−iθ = Aµ +
1
e

∂µθ, (3.52)

we find that the scalar function χ must be a real angle, thus making it an element of U(1).

We have now shown that by replacing the ordinary derivative with the covariant derivate, the
fields will be locally invariant. Thus, our Lagrangian finally become:

L(∂µφ, φ)→ L(Dµφ, φ). (3.53)
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One thing to note is that covariant derivatives do not commute like ordinary differentiations do:

[Dµ, Dν]φ = Dµ(Dνφ)− (Dνφ)Dµ = −
(
∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ + ie[Aµ, Aν]

)
φ. (3.54)

From the last expression, we can define a covariant antisymmetric tensor Fµν:

Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ + ie[Aµ, Aν], (3.55)

which is the non-Abelian field strength tensor. This field strength tensor can be decomposed into
the generators:

Fµν = Fa
µνta, (3.56)

as all the terms in (3.55) are Lie algebra valued. Then, by using the antisymmetry of the structure
constant (defined in (3.39)), we get:

Fa
µν = ∂µ Aa

ν − ∂ν Aa
µ − e f abc Ab

µ Ac
ν (3.57)

This tensor will transforms covariantly like:

Fµν → F′µν = UFµνU−1, (3.58)

As the vector field Aµ is the analog of a 4-potential in electrodynamics, maybe we can construct the
kinetic energy of such a potential. A good candidate would be Fµν, as it is the (covariant) derivative
of Aµ. Thus we must find a term that is Lorentz invariant, gauge invariant and quadratic of the
first derivative of Aµ. It turns out that these conditions are satisfied if we choose the kinetic energy
to be:

Tr (FµνFµν). (3.59)

We can show that this is gauge invariant by:

Tr (FµνFµν)→ Tr (FµνFµν)′ = Tr (UFµνU−1UFµνU−1) = Tr (UFµνFµνU−1) (3.60)

where we can use the fact that the trace is cyclic, and thus we get:

Tr (UFµνFµνU−1) = Tr (U−1UFµνFµν) = Tr (FµνFµν) (3.61)

This means that we have all the ingredients to construct a gauge invariant Lagrangian. Let us next
consider the simple Georgi–Glashow model, a non-Abelian gauge theory in which ’t Hooft [2]
and Polyakov [3] independently discovered magnetic monopole solutions.

3.5 Georgi–Glashow Model

Magnetic monopoles arise naturally from finite energy solutions when considering a non-Abelian
gauge theory. The simplest model that admits such monopole solutions is the well-known Georgi–
Glashow model [4] [19]. This model has the gauge group SU(5), but we will be using a simplified
version with gauge group SU(2). Now, the model has three scalar fields φa with gauge index
a = 1, 2, 3. The Lagrangian of this model, which describes gauge fields coupled with a triplet
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Higgs field, is given by:

L = −1
2

Tr (FµνFµν) + Tr (DµφDµφ)−V(φ), (3.62)

and by using the normalization (3.40) of the generators of the gauge group, we obtain:

L = −1
4

Fa
µνFaµν +

1
2
(Dµφa)(Dµφa)−V(φ), (3.63)

with field strength Fµν = Fa
µνta, scalar field φ = φata and the gauge potential Aµ = Aa

µTa. As
the gauge group G = SU(2), the generators can be written as Ta = 1

2 σa, where σa are the Pauli
matrices, resulting in the structure constant f abc = iεabc. Thus, the Lie algebra is:

[ta, tb] = iεabctc. (3.64)

The field strength is:
Fa

µν = ∂µ Aa
ν − ∂ν Aa

µ − eεabc Ab
µ Ac

ν. (3.65)

In the adjoint representation, the covariant derivative become [10]:

Dµφ = ∂µφ + ieAµφ = ∂µφ + ie[Aµ, φ]

= ∂µφa − eεabc Ab
µφc.

(3.66)

The Higgs potential V(φ) is given by:

V(φ) =
λ

4

(
φaφa − v2

)2
, (3.67)

where v (v2 = 〈φaφa〉) is the expectation value squared of the Higgs field and λ is the scalar
coupling constants. The potential is shown in figure 3.1. Now that we have all of the terms of the
Lagrangian, we can conclude that it is gauge invariant, as shown in (3.45), (3.46) and (3.58).

Figure 3.1: The figure shows two cases of the one-dimensional Higgs potential. The left plot represents a
expectation value v = 0, while the right represents v2 > 0.

Let us now find the symmetric stress-energy tensor Tµν, that describes the density and flux of
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energy and momentum in space-time. It is defined as [10]:

Tµν ≡
2√−g

δ
√−gL
δgµν =

2√−g

(
δ
√−g
δgµν L+

√
−g

δL
δgµν

)
, (3.68)

where g = det(gµν) is our Minkowski metric tensor. Then we calculate the two terms in (3.68):

δ
√−g
δgµν L = −1

2
√
−ggµνL, (3.69)

and √
−g

δL
δgµν =

√
−g
(
−1

2
Fa

µρFaρ
ν +

1
2
(Dµφa)(Dνφa)

)
. (3.70)

Thus, we find the stress-energy tensor to be:

Tµν = −Fa
µρFaρ

ν + (Dµφa)(Dνφa)− gµνL. (3.71)

From the stress-energy tensor Tµν, we can easily obtain the static Hamiltonian, i.e. the total energy
density, as the time-time component (µ, ν = 0). We can adopt the temporal gauge, Aa

0 = 0, because
the energy does not depend on the choice of gauge, which makes the energy easy to compute,

E =
∫

d3xT00 =
∫

d3x
(
−Fa

0iF
ai
0 + (D0φa)(D0φa)− g00L

)
= −

∫
d3xL, (3.72)

which results in,

E =
∫

d3x
(

1
2

Ea
i Ea

i +
1
2

Ba
i Ba

i +
1
2
(Diφ

a)(Diφ
a) + V(φ)

)
, (3.73)

where,

Ea
i ≡ Fa

oi, Ba
i ≡

1
2

εijkFa
jk. (3.74)

The fields Ea
i and Ba

i are the so called color electric and magnetic fields [9]. This result is consistent
with the static energy of classical electrodynamics, which is 1

2 (|E|2 + |B|2) [7], if we account for
the fact that we have three color electromagnetic fields.

From (3.73), we can find a set of conditions such that the energy is at its minimum.
Such a configuration, called a vacuum, occurs when the following conditions are satisfied:

V(φ) = 0, Fa
ij = 0, Diφ

a = 0. (3.75)

From which we can realize that φaφa = v2, as follows directly from the definition of the potential
(3.67). These conditions (3.75) end up defining the Higgs vacuum, for which all of the terms in
(3.73) become zero as we are considering the static case, where Ea

i = 0.

3.6 Particle Spectrum

To find the particle spectrum of the Georgi-Glashow model, we will consider small perturbations
in the Higgs field around its expectation value, i.e. vacuum. We work to quadratic order in
the perturbation. By doing this we will acquire terms in the Lagrangian that correspond to the
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mass terms of the fields, as explained in [18]. Because of the SU(2) symmetry, we can chose the
expectation value to have any direction. Let us chose:

φa =

 0
0
v

. (3.76)

Then, by adopting unitary gauge, we can add a small perturbation only to the third direction:

φa =

 0
0

v + χ

. (3.77)

Now we insert this into the Lagrangian (3.63) and get up the quadratic terms:

V(φ) ≈ λv2χ2, (3.78)

and  Dnφ1

Dnφ2

Dnφ3

 =

 ∂nφ1 − eε1bc Ab
nφc

∂nφ2 − eε2bc Ab
nφc

∂nφ3 − eε3bc Ab
nφc

 =

 −eA2
n(v + χ)

eA1
n(v + χ)
∂nχ

 , (3.79)

which squared becomes:

(Dnφa)(Dnφa) = ∂nχ∂nχ + e2(v2 + 2vχ + χ2)
(

A1
n An1 + A2

n An2
)

. (3.80)

We neglect the χ-An mixing terms, as they will not contribute to any mass terms. The quadratic
Lagrangian thus becomes:

Lquad = −1
4

Fa
µνFaµν +

e2v2

2

(
A1

n An1 + A2
n An2

)
+

1
2

∂nχ∂nχ− λv2χ2. (3.81)

Now we can simply read off the particle spectrum of the Lagrangian.
First off we get two massive vector fields A1

n and A2
n with mass MW = ev and one massless

vector field A3
n. We can then identify A1

n, A2
n with the W± bosons of the weak interaction and A3

n
with the photon of ordinary electromagnetism. Then we get a massive scalar field χ with mass
MH =

√
2λv that corresponds to the Higgs boson.

3.7 Topology and Magnetic Charge

From the definition (3.75) of the Higgs vacuum, we can see that the first condition gives:

v = |φa| =
√
(φ1)2 + (φ2)2 + (φ3)2, (3.82)

This means that the set of all vacuum statesM = {φaφa ∈ R3 : V(φ) = 0} form a sphere of radius
v, thusM = S2. The expectation value must be non-zero or else all vacuum states form a point in
isospace5, making them identical. Figure 3.1 shows the potential in one dimension for v = 0 and
v 6= 0. In this figure, we can see that when v = 0 (left), all vacuum states are located in a single

5Isospace is the space that is spanned by the three gauge directions.
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point at the origin, but when v 6= 0 (right) we get two vacuums at a distance v from the origin. In
two dimensions, these two vacuum states are rotated in the azimuthal direction, forming a circle,
and in three dimensions the results is a sphere, as shown above. Thus, if we got v 6= 0, all vacuum
states will be equivalent because of the SU(2) gauge transformations, that represent rotations in
three-dimensional isospace. Once a vacuum state, corresponding to a particular direction, has
been picked, the only motion that is invariant is the rotation around its own axis. This means that
the SU(2) symmetry was spontaneously broken to U(1) and is illustrated in figure 3.2.

As we want to find finite energy solutions, the energy configuration must approach the Higgs
vacuum in the limit to spatial infinity. Thus the limit of φa as r → ∞ provides the map:

φ : S2
∞ →M. (3.83)

Now remember thatM = S2, thus this map can be characterized by the winding number, which
is an integer number that in our case tells how many times S2 is covered around the spatial
boundary of S2

∞. Two maps of different winding number cannot be continuously deformed into
each other, meaning that a finite energy solution of n > 0 can never become the trivial vacuum
(n = 0), and thus are the stability of such solutions insured by the topology. The winding number
is also called topological charge. It also turns out that the Dirac quantization conditions (2.18) is re-
lated to the winding number. This is explained in much greater detail by Shnir [9] and Harvey [20].

Because we want to find finite energy solutions of the fields, we take the Higgs field to
obey the asymptotic behavior at spatial infinity:

φa −→ vra

r
, Diφ −→ 0, as r −→ ∞, (3.84)

where r ≡
√

riri. These conditions corresponds to the famous hedgehog6 solution seen in figure
(3.3).

Figure 3.2: The set of all vacuum values forms a sphere S2. Picking a vacuum state breaks SU(2) to U(1).

6Polyakov was the first one to call this configuration the hedgehog solution, see [3].
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Figure 3.3: The hedgehog configuration in two dimensions.

But (3.84) puts a constraint on the gauge potential Aa
i as well, as it couples to the Higgs field. By

following the definition of the covariant derivative (3.47), we get:

Diφ = ∂i

(
vra

r

)
− eεabc Ab

i
vra

r
= 0, (3.85)

hence,

∂i

(
ra

r

)
= eεabc Ab

i
ra

r
. (3.86)

Calculating the derivative of φ results in:

∂i

(
ra

r

)
=

∂ra

∂ri
1
r
− ∂r

∂ri
ra

r2 =
r2δai − rari

r3 =
(

δaiδck − δakδic
) rcrk

r3 = −εabcεbik rcrk

r3 , (3.87)

which gives the asymptotic behavior of the gauge potential:

Aa
k −→ εajk rj

er2 , as r −→ ∞. (3.88)

Interestingly, this field configuration corresponds to a radial color magnetic field:

Ba
i −→

rari

er4 , as r −→ ∞, (3.89)

that falls off like 1/r2, same as the field from an electric point charge. This magnetic field
corresponds to a magnetic monopole at the origin.

The above field configuration is not general, as there exists smooth functions that fall off
sufficiently fast and satisfy the boundary conditions (3.84), that can represent the Higgs field.
For a specific function f (r) to result in a topological stable solution, the Higgs vacuum must
experience symmetry breaking, thus forcing f (r) to be non-zero, except at the origin, where
the symmetry can be restored, as will be discussed later. Let us now investigate a set of such
functions by adopting the ’t Hooft–Polyakov ansatz.
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3.8 ’t Hooft–Polyakov Monopole

’t Hooft and Polyakov proposed the following spherically symmetric Ansatz [2] [3]:

φa =
ra

er2 H(ξ), Aa
i = εaji

rj

er2 (1− K(ξ)), Aa
0 = 0. (3.90)

where we introduce the functions H(ξ) and K(ξ) of the dimensionless variable ξ = ver. Then
by substituting this ansatz into the static energy density (3.73) and varying with respect to both
functions, we can solve for H(ξ) and K(ξ) by applying the boundary conditions of a finite energy
solution.

Because the ansatz is spherically symmetric, it is natural to use spherical coordinates,
thus (3.73) becomes:

E = 4π
∫ ∞

0
r2dr

(
1
2

Ea
i Ea

i +
1
2

Ba
i Ba

i +
1
2
(Diφ

a)(Diφ
a) + V(φ)

)
, (3.91)

and if we substitute ξ:

E =
4π

v3e3

∫ ∞

0
ξ2dξ

(
1
2

Ea
i Ea

i +
1
2

Ba
i Ba

i +
1
2
(Diφ

a)(Diφ
a) + V(φ)

)
. (3.92)

Inserting the ansatz into the energy is a lengthy calculation, therefore we will go through it term
by term and show most of the steps, starting with the simplest, the Higgs potential:

V(φ) =
λ

4

(
φaφa − v2

)2
=

λ

4

(
rara

e2r4 H2 − v2
)2

=
λ

e4r4

(
H2 − ξ2

)2
. (3.93)

Next, the covariant derivative of the scalar field become:

Diφ
a = ∂i

(
ra

er2 H
)
− eεabcεbji

rjrc

(er2)2 (1− K)H, (3.94)

where the first term is:

∂i

(
ra

er2 H
)
= ∂i

(
ra

er2

)
H +

ra

er2 ∂i(H) =

(
δai

er2 −
2rari

er4

)
H +

vrari

r3 H′, (3.95)

and the last:

eεabcεbji
rjrc

(er2)2 (1− K)H = (r2δai − rari)
(1− K)H

er4 , (3.96)

which (after a bit of algebra) gives us the whole term:

Diφ
a =

δai

er2 KH +
rari

er4

(
ξH′ − H − KH

)
. (3.97)

Then we calculate the original expression by taking the square of (3.97):

1
2
(Dµφa)(Dµφa) =

(ξH′ − H)2

2e2r4 +
K2H2

e2r4 (3.98)
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As the contribution from the electric field vanishes by the ansatz Aa
0 = 0, we only have the color

magnetic field left, which is defined by (3.74):

Ba
i =

1
2

εijkFa
jk =

1
2

εijk∂j Aa
k −

1
2

εijk∂k Aa
j −

e
2

εijkεabc Ab
j Ac

k. (3.99)

1
2 εijk∂j Aa

k =
1
2 εijkεank∂j

rn

er2 (1− K)

= (δiaδjn − δinδja)
((

δnj

er2 − 2rnrj

er4

)
(1− K)− vrnrj

r3 K′
) (3.100)

which after simplification reads:

1
2

εijk∂j Aa
k = −

2Krari

er4 +
2rari

er4 +
vrariK′

r3 − vδaiK′

r
. (3.101)

The calculations to obtain the second term of (3.99) is the same as that of the 1
2 εijk∂j Aa

k and turns
out to be:

1
2

εijk∂j Aa
k = −

1
2

εijk∂k Aa
j . (3.102)

The last term become:

e
2 εijkεabc Ab

j Ac
k =

1
2 εijkεabcεbnjεcmk

rmrn

er4 (1− K)2

= 1
2 (δicδjm − δimδjc)(δcnδaj − δcjδan)

rmrn

er4 (1− K)2

= 1
2 (δamδin + δanδim)

rmrn

er4 (1− K)2 =

= rari

e2r4 (1− K)2.

(3.103)

Plugging the terms back into (3.99) yields:

Ba
i =

rari
(
ξK′ − K2 + 1

)
er4 − ξδai

er2 K′. (3.104)

1
2

Ba
i Ba

i =
ξ2K′2

e2r4 +
(K2 − 1)2

2e2r4 (3.105)

Finally we put everything back together into (3.92), using the result from (3.93), (3.98) and (3.105):

E =
4πv

e

∞∫
0

dξ

ξ2

(
ξ2K′2 +

1
2
(
ξH′ − H

)2
+

1
2

(
K2 − 1

)2
+ K2H2 +

λ

4e2

(
H2 − ξ2

)2
)

. (3.106)

The boundary conditions of the functions K and H are then determined by the finite energy
condition, meaning that the energy density must fall off like 1/r2 (or faster) for the integral to
converge and at the same time be non-singular at the origin. We find that the functions must
satisfy the following boundary conditions:{

K → 1, H → 0 as ξ → 0,
K → 0, H → ξ as ξ → ∞.

(3.107)
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Next, we will vary the energy functional with respect to each of the functions to obtain the
Euler-Lagrange equations for static configurations:

δE
δK
− δ

δξ

(
δE
δK′

)
= 0,

δE
δH
− δ

δξ

(
∂E
δH′

)
= 0, (3.108)

which results in:

ξ2K′′ = KH2 + K
(

K2 − 1
)

, ξ2H′′ = 2K2H +
λ

e2 H
(

H2 − ξ2
)

. (3.109)

These two coupled differential equation are the equations of motion and must be solved numeri-
cally, except for the special case λ = 0, as we will se later. We can also investigate what happens
in the limit λ → ∞, as proposed by [21]. By applying this limit to the energy (3.106), while at
the same time apply the condition of finite energy, we can see that H(ξ) = ξ for all ξ > 0, but
H(0) = 0 (from the boundary conditions (3.123)). We then get the following energy:

E −→
λ→∞

4πv
e

∞∫
0

dξ

ξ2

((
ξ2K′2

)2
+

1
2

(
K2 − 1

)2
+ K2ξ2

)
. (3.110)

We then vary the function K to obtain the equation of motion, which results is:

ξ2K′′ = K(ξ2 + K2 − 1) (3.111)

This means that in the limit of λ → ∞, we only need to solve one differential equation instead
of the two coupled differential equations in (3.109). Unfortunately, (3.111) must still be solved
numerically.

Let us now generalize the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole, by not limiting us to magnetic
charge only.

3.9 Julia–Zee Dyons

A dyon is a hypothetical particle that carries both electric and magnetic charge, which was first
proposed by Schwinger in 1969 [22]. A magnetic monopole can be considered a dyon of zero
electric charge. Thus by making a simple generalization of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov ansatz (3.90), we
can get such solutions. Instead of Aa

0 = 0, we make a new ansatz, suggested by Julia and Zee [5]:

φa =
ra

er2 H(ξ), Aa
i = εaji

rj

er2 (1− K(ξ)), Aa
0 =

ra

er2 J(ξ). (3.112)

Thus the color electric field (3.74) is no longer zero, but instead:

Ea
i = Fa

0i = ∂0 Aa
i − ∂i Aa

0 − eεabc Ab
0 Ac

i . (3.113)

The first term is vanishing as there is no time dependance and the second term becomes:

∂i Aa
0 = ∂i

(
ra

er2 J
)
=

(
δai

er2 −
2rari

er4

)
J +

vrari

r3 J′, (3.114)
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following the same steps as in (3.97). The last term of (3.113) becomes:

eεabc Ab
0 Ac

i = eεabc
(

rb

er2 J
) (

εcji rj

er2 (1− K)
)

=
(rari−r2δai)

er4 J − (rari−r2δai)
er4 JK.

(3.115)

As a result, we can now calculate the energy density of the electric field.

1
2

Ea
i Ea

i =
J2(1 + 2K2)

2e2r4 − ξ J J′

e2r4 +
ξ2 J′2

2e2r4 (3.116)

Then we simply add this to the total energy (3.106) and get:

E = 4πv
e

∞∫
0

dξ
ξ2

(
ξ2K′2 + 1

2 (ξH′ − H)2 + 1
2
(
K2 − 1

)2
+ K2H2

+ 1
2 J2(1 + 2K2)− ξ J J′ + 1

2 ξ2 J′2 + λ
4e2

(
H2 − ξ2)2

)
.

(3.117)

To obtain the equations of motion, we vary this with respect to the functions K, H and J, which
gives the following system of coupled differential equations:

ξ2K′′ = K
(

H2 − J2)+ K
(
K2 − 1

)
,

ξ2H′′ = 2K2H + λ
e2 H

(
H2 − ξ2) ,

ξ2 J′′ = 2K2 J.

(3.118)

where the boundary conditions was found to be:{
K → 1, H → 0, J → 0 as ξ → 0,
K → 0, H → ξ, J → Cξ as ξ → ∞.

(3.119)

where the freedom of an arbitrary constant C arises when ensuring that the energy from the
electric field goes to zero as ξ approaches infinity:

lim
ξ→∞

(
2J2K2 + J2 − 2ξ J J′ + ξ2 J′2

)
= lim

ξ→∞

(
C2ξ2 − 2C2ξ2 + C2ξ2

)
= 0. (3.120)

If we choose C = 0, then J approaches 0 both at the origin and at infinity, which suggests that J is
everywhere zero and thus now corresponding to the pure monopole solution. This means that the
constant C may be connected to the electric charge of the dyon.

Finally we can consider the limit λ → ∞ of (3.118). Like before, we can realize that
H(ξ) = 0 for all ξ > 0 but H(0) = ξ. Next we calculate the equations of motions:

ξ2K′′ = K(ξ2 − J2 + K2 − 1),

ξ2 J′′ = 2K2 J.
(3.121)
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This system of differential equations reduces to the λ→ ∞ limit of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole
(3.111) when we set J = 0. Like the case with the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole, the system (3.121)
can only be solved numerically as well.

3.10 Numerical Method

We will now present the numerical method that we have used to solve the systems of differential
equations (3.109), (3.118), (3.111) and (3.121). We have chosen to use the boundary value problem
solver bvp4c in MATLAB [23], that is based on a finite difference method (FDM). The solver bvp4c
does only accept a system of first order differential equations, thus we need to substitute a few
new variables to get a first order system. In the case of (3.109), we get a system of only first order
differential equations by making the substitutions H1 = H, H2 = H′, K1 = K and K2 = K′:

K′1 = K2

K2
′ =

K1 H1
2+K1(K1

2−1)
ξ2

H′1 = H2

H2
′ =

2K2 H1+
λ
e2 H1(H1

2−ξ2)
ξ2 .

(3.122)

Next we must redefine our boundary conditions (3.123) such that they become non singular and
finite. We do this by making the boundary condition go from a very small value r 6= 0 to a large
value R: {

K → 1, H → 0 as ξ → r,
K → 0, H → ξ as ξ → R,

(3.123)

where the values of R was determined based on the stability of the system. Larger R gave more
unstable solutions that could start to diverge to infinity if not an sufficient number of mesh points
was allowed. Similarly, larger λ also resulted in an unstable system. For the case of the small
number r, the smallest value possible was around 10−8, which was expected as this is roughly the
square root of machine epsilon, which corresponds to the accuracy of discrete differentiation.
Smaller values could therefore result in singularities, which was observed for small r. We chose
r = 10−5 for all of our calculations as this was found to be very stable.

Finally we must define the initial conditions, which is necessary for all boundary value problems,
as they may have an infinite number of solutions, thus the initial conditions are such to choose the
wanted solutions. We used the values of K, H, dK/dξ and dH/dξ from the BPS-solution at ξ = r,
corresponding to a set of known analytical solution in the case λ = 0, as our initial conditions.
The BPS-solutions will be explained in greater detail in section 4.1. The same steps was then done
for the other differential equations as well, i.e. to determine the dyon mass. The MATLAB script
and functions can be found in Appendix A.
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Result

The magnetic source at the origin of a Dirac monopole, has to be put in by hand, meaning that
its mass is a free parameter and cannot be calculated. But even if the Dirac monopole had a
mass associated with it, the singularities of the potential and the origin makes the calculation
of such mass impossible. Then we saw that the Wu–Yang monopole solved the problem of the
singular potential, but the singularity at the origin still leads to problems when defining the
energy. Finally we saw that all of these problems are solved by the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole
and the general Julia–Zee dyon, as these have no sources, but rather their properties are intrinsic
to the Georgi-Glashow model, resulting in a calculable mass.

To obtain the energy of a dyon (magnetic monopoles included) and hence the mass, we
need to solve the system of coupled non-linear differential equations (3.118), which only have
one known analytical solution. This analytical solution occurs when considering the minimum
limit of the energy, making the Higgs potential zero (λ→ 0) while the SU(2) symmetry remains
broken. This is called the Bogomol’nyi–Prasad–Sommerfield (BPS) bound [24]. For any other case
(λ > 0), the solution can only be found numerically, for which we will be using the FDM method
suggested in section 3.10.

4.1 BPS Solutions

In this section we will consider the BPS bound [24] of the Julia–Zee [5] dyon and hence also for the
special case of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole. The BPS-bound fixes a lower bound on the dyon
and monopole mass, when the energy is minimum. Considering the energy (3.73), we quickly
realize that one condition for the minimum energy occurs when the Higgs potential vanishes
V(φ) = 0, which requires the coupling constant to vanish as well λ = 0. We thus get the following
energy limit:

E ≥ 1
2

∫
d3x (Ea

i Ea
i + Ba

i Ba
i + (Diφ

a)(Diφ
a)) . (4.1)

By then introducing the arbitrary angle θ, which later will result in a geometric representation of
the amount of electric charge per unit magnetic charge, we get:

E ≥ 1
2

∫
d3x

(
(Ea

i − sin(θ)Diφ
a)2 + (Ba

i − cos(θ)Diφ
a)2)

+
∫

d3x
(
sin(θ)Ea

i Diφ
a + cos(θ)Ba

i Diφ
a) .

(4.2)

This has a minimum when:

Ea
i = sin(θ)Diφ

a, Ba
i = cos(θ)Diφ

a, (4.3)

with these being the Bogomol’nyi equations [9]. Then we can realize that
∫

d3xEa
i Diφ

a and∫
d3xBa

i Diφ
a are actually the electric and magnetic charges q, g if we first define the electromagnetic

projection:

B = Bi =
1
v

Ba
i φa, E = Ei =

1
v

Ea
i φa, (4.4)
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where E, B are the ordinary electric and magnetic fields. Then by using Gauss law1, we get:∫
d3xBa

i Diφ
a =

∫
d3x

(
Ba

i ∂iφ
a − eεabcBa

i Ab
i φc
)

=
∫

d3x
(
∂iBa

i φa − φa(∂iBa
i − eεabcBa

i Ac
i )
)

=
∫

dSiBa
i φa −

∫
d3xφaDiBa

i (Stokes theorem)

= v
∫

dSiBi = vg (Bianchi identity: DiBa
i = 0) [10].

(4.5)

Note that the infinitesimal element dSi denotes that we are integrating over a sphere with a radius
at spatial infinity. Thus, by following the same arguments, we also get the electric charge:∫

d3xEa
i Diφ

a = vq. (4.6)

Using these results allows us to write the minima of the energy for all angles θ as:

E ≥ vq sin(θ) + vg cos(θ), (4.7)

with an extreme value at g sin(θ) = q cos(θ), or rewritten: tan(θ) = q/g. This results in the lower
limit for the dyon mass:

E = M ≥ v
√

q2 + g2 (4.8)

This condition is know as the Bogomol’nyi bound [25], for which the pure magnetic monopole
become:

M ≥ vg =
4πv

e
. (4.9)

This means that the energy is minimum in the case of a pure magnetic monopole and increases
for any non-zero value of the electric charge. To get the mass in familiar units, we rewrite
the mass (4.9) in terms of the fine structure constant α = e2/4π and the W± bosons mass
MW = ev = 80.385 GeV/c2 [6]:

M ≥ 4πv
e

=
MW

α
≈ 137MW ≈ 11.0 TeV/c2. (4.10)

Let us now find solutions that saturates the BPS-bound. For simplicity, let us first consider the ’t
Hooft–Polyakov monopole. We start off by inserting the ’t Hooft–Polyakov ansatz (3.90) into the
Bogomol’nyi equation (4.3), then we obtain two coupled first order differential equations:

ξK′ = −KH, ξH′ = H + 1− K2, (4.11)

which can be solved analytically by [24]:

K(ξ) =
ξ

sinh(ξ)
, H(ξ) = ξ coth(ξ)− 1. (4.12)

Then it is simple to generalize this solution to dyons as well, by using the spherically symmetric
Julian-Zee ansatz. We can find the dyon solution by a simple rotation of the monopole solution

1We are using an modified magnetic Gauss law, to allow for magnetic charges:
∫

B · dS = 4πg.
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(4.12) [24] [25]:
J(ξ)→ tan(θ)J(ξ) = tan(θ)(ξ coth(ξ)− 1)

H(ξ)→ sec(θ)H(ξ) = sec(θ)(ξ coth(ξ)− 1)
(4.13)

while K is unaffected. The expectation value v also changes under such a rotation as v→ v/ cos(θ).
Note that the boundary conditions in (3.119) are all satisfied except one:

lim
ξ→∞

H′(ξ) = sec(θ) 6= 1, (4.14)

however since λ = 0, the energy is still finite. From the solutions (4.13) we can also find the
relation between the constant C, and the angle θ. Remember that C was introduced as one of the
boundary condition, J → Cξ as ξ approaches infinity, meaning that:

lim
ξ→∞

J′(ξ) = C = tan(θ). (4.15)

Now, the only thing remaining is to put back the solutions (4.13) into the expression of the energy
(3.117) and get the following (after a lot of algebra for which we used Mathematica):

M ≥ 4πv
e

sec(θ)2
∫ ∞

0

dξ

ξ2

(
1 + ξ3csch(ξ)2(2ξ coth(ξ)2 + csch(ξ)2 − 4 coth(ξ))

)
. (4.16)

The integral is 1 and thus we get:

M ≥ 4πv
e

sec(θ)2. (4.17)

This is the same lower mass limit as (4.8) (note that v→ v/ cos(θ)). In the case of equal electric
and magnetic charge q = g, we get sec(arctan(1))2 = 2, thus making a dyon of equal electric and
magnetic charge twice as heavy as a pure magnetic monopole:

M ≥ 8πv
e
≈ 22.0 TeV/c2. (4.18)

We have now found a set of solutions that saturates the BPS-bound for the dyon, but they only
account for one special case λ = 0. To find solutions beyond the BPS-bound we must use numerical
calculations. This is because the system of differential equations that needs to be solved is highly
non-linear and thus extremely hard or even impossible to solve analytically.

4.2 Numerical Solutions

In this section we will solve the differential equations for which no analytical solution could been
found. In particular, due to the BPS-solutions, every analytical solution is occurring when λ = 0,
thus we are interested in what happens for non zero values of λ. We will start off by solving the
energy for the ’t Hooft–Polyakov with varying λ and then we will look at solutions regarding the
Julia–Zee dyon. Let us first define a new parameter as the ratio of the masses of the Higgs and
W± bosons:

β =
MH
MW

=

√
2λ

e
, (4.19)
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hence the integral part of the monopole energy can be written as a function f :

f (β) =

∞∫
0

dξ

ξ2

(
ξ2K′2 +

1
2
(
ξH′ − H

)2
+

1
2

(
K2 − 1

)2
+ K2H2 +

β2

2

(
H2 − ξ2

)2
)

. (4.20)

Now we can write the monopole mass in the convenient form:

M =
4πv

e
f (β). (4.21)

Clearly, we can see that the BPS-bound occurs then β = 0 and therefore f (0) = 1, such that (4.9)
holds true.

Let us now try to find the nature of the function f . If we differentiate f with respect to
β, we get the following:

f ′(β) =

∞∫
0

dξ

(
H2 − ξ2)2

ξ2 > 0, (4.22)

which suggests that f is an monotonic increasing function with f (0) = 0 being its minimum. Then
we can solve the system (3.109) with the boundary conditions (3.123) by using the solver presented
in section 3.10. Our calculations shown in figure 4.1. The data is also available in Appendix B.

Figure 4.1: Plot of numerical data of f as a function β. The data is from table (7.1a).

These results seems to confirm that f is an monotonic increasing function.

The solutions became highly unstable for larger values of β and required a decreasing
range, which increased the error as this cut of larger and larger parts of the integral. We find that
our calculated values agrees with the results of P. Forgacas, N. Obadia and S. Reuillon [21] to
within an average of 4 decimals.

The calculation of f in the limit β → ∞ (or equivalently λ) was performed using the
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system (3.111), which allowed for a much more accurate solution of β → ∞ than possible with
(3.109). The limit was found to be β→ ∞ ≈ 1.7867, resulting in an upper limit of 19.7 TeV/c2 of
the pure magnetic monopole.

In the figures 4.4 and 3.1, we have plotted the functions K and H respectively for different λ. From
these two figures, we can note that the function K changes very little in comparison with the
functions H, as β increases.

Figure 4.2: The figure shows four solutions of the function H(ξ) in the ’t Hooft–Polyakov ansatz, where the
solution λ/e2 = 0 is the BPS-monopole.

Figure 4.3: The figure shows four solutions of the function K(ξ) in the ’t Hooft–Polyakov ansatz, where the
solution λ/e2 = 0 is the BPS-monopole.
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At last, we calculated the mass of different dyons in the β→ ∞ limit as a function of the fraction
of electric to magnetic charge. The result is shown in a table in Appendix B and in figure 4.4. A
pure magnetic monopole is given by q/g = 0, and a dyon of equal electric and magnetic charge is
represented by q/g = 1. We only calculated up to a value of q/g = 1, as the numerical solutions
became unstable for higher values. From the calculated value of f (β → ∞) at q/g = 1, we find
the upper limit mass of such dyon to be 24.5 TeV/c2.

Figure 4.4: This figure shows f (β) when β = 0 and in the limit β→ ∞, with variating boundary condition
C = q/g. The difference between these two functions will determine the mass interval for a given fraction
of electric to magnetic charge q/g.
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Discussion

In order to obtain the system of differential equations (3.109), we plugged the ’t Hooft–Polyakov
ansatz (3.90) directly into the energy (3.73) and then varied the energy functional with respect to
the functions H and K. It is worth noting that the result would have been identical if we instead
obtained the equations of motion from the field equations.

The calculated mass range of 11.0-19.7 TeV/c2 for the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole and
22.0-24.5 TeV/c2 of the Julia–Zee dyon is well above the experimental lower bound of 360 GeV/c2

placed by direct searches at Fermilab [12]. At first glance, we may think that this gives validity to
the SU(2) Georgi–Glashow model, but the fact remains that this model does not describe several
physical phenomena that we observe in nature. For example, the particle spectrum of the SU(2)
Georgi–Glashow model only contains two out of the three intermediate vectors boson responsible
for the weak interaction, namely the W± bosons, but excludes the Z boson that was observed at
CERN in 1983 together with the W± bosons [6]. We can also remember that in order to obtain the
lower mass limit, we used the experimental mass of the W± bosons of MW = 80.385 GeV/c2 [6].
This in itself is not a contradiction, but the SU(2) Georgi–Glashow model actually has a highest
bound for the W± bosons mass, which is MW < 53 GeV/c2, stated by ’t Hooft [2]. These two facts
are probably enough to disprove the SU(2) Georgi–Glashow model all together, which does not
come as a surprise as this model is the simplest one that admits monopole solutions. In fact, as
stated before, this model is a simplification of a proposed model using the gauge group SU(5) [4]
[19]. The single reason why we have used the gauge group SU(2) instead of SU(5), just like ’t
Hooft did in his article [2], is because it is simpler. Still, the methods that we have chosen can be
used to get the mass of a magnetic monopole in the full SU(5) Georgi–Glashow model as well.
Then, the monopole mass increases several orders of magnitude to around 1017 − 1018 GeV/c2 [6].
This means that if the SU(5) model turns out to be correct, magnetic monopoles will probably not
be detected any time soon.

Regarding the numerical calculations, we have obtained the same numerical result as
previous studies, specifically [21], to within 4 decimal places. This shows the robustness of our
method as we have used a different solver for the boundary value problem.

The reader may wonder why to support fundamental research like this. This is not an
easy question, and depending on how you look at it, you may find different answers. From an
economics stand point, this type of research is a long term investment as there are rarely no
short term returns. There might not even be any long term returns, but that is no different from
other types of investments. However, fundamental research have throughout history repeatedly
changed our way of living and yielded huge economic growths. Without fundamental research
for example, todays computers would appear as pure magic. From the point of view of the people
doing the research and some of the general public, the interest is simply to understand as much of
the universe as possible. In the case of magnetic monopoles, being hypothetical particles, the
reason why to study them might be even more unclear, but take the Higgs boson for example. It
was theorized in the 1960s and discovered by the LHC 50 years later in 2012. The discovery of
magnetic monopoles would have an impact of the same order of magnitude as the Higgs boson.
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Outlook

In this report, the main focus has been to calculate the magnetic monopole mass in the SU(2)
Georgi–Glashow model. I have left a few topics untouched as they did not contribute to the
result directly, which means that there are lots of ways to extend this project. The most natural
way to proceed this project would be to extend the gauge group to SU(5) and thus get the
full Georgi–Glashow model. This is interesting because this model seems to give a better
representation of nature then the SU(2) model that I have used. I might also want to study which
gauge groups of the Georgi–Glashow model would result in magnetic monopoles. Then I could
generalize to other models and try and find what ingredients in a model that results in magnetic
monopoles and what their effects are. For example, what is the effect of a different scalar field
potential including multiple vacuums states?

One could also consider to look at the magnetic monopole within the framework of dif-
ferential geometry. This would result in a deeper understanding of the magnetic monopole. Using
differential geometry, we could for example study the stability of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole
in much greater detail and also look at the stability of the Julia–Zee dyon and compare. It would
also be interesting to find if magnetic monopoles are stable in the Standard model.

Other ways to proceed could be to quantize the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole and Julia–
Zee dyon and dig into quantum field theory.

This subject has shown to be very broad and interesting and I hope to return to these
topics in the future.
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Conclusions

We have calculated the mass of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole and the Julia–Zee dyon in the
SU(2) Georgi–Glashow model. We used the BPS-bound to get the lower mass limit analytically,
which for the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole was found to be 11.0 TeV/c2. In the general case, no
analytical solution is known and thus we implemented a numerical method to solve for the mass.
The mass in the general case depended on the parameter β (4.19), which for large values resulted
in an unstable solution. By a more thorough analysis of the limit of β to infinity, we got the upper
mass limit of the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopole, which became 19.7 TeV/c2. This mass range is
above the experimental lower mass limit of 350 GeV/c2. However, the SU(2) Georgi–Glashow
model fails to describe many physical phenomena in nature, such as the observed Z boson. This
means that the calculated mass is not likely to be very accurate. Nevertheless, the same method
that we have used could be used to calculate the mass in the full SU(5) Georgi–Glashow model,
which is a more complete model.
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Appendix A
Here we list all MATLAB code that was used for the numerical calculations. The code is made out
of a main script and a few functions that needs to be located in the same folder as the main script,
for the code to run.

The main script begins by defining the parameters used in the calculation. Then the
boundary and initial conditions are defined. The system (3.118) is defined in the function dyon,
which is an input to the solver bvpc4. dyon has three input parameters, xi, y and beta. xi is the
ordinary dimensionless ξ, y is a vector of six components holding the values of K, H, J and their
first derivatives and beta is β as defined in (4.19). Then the solver is called and the calculation
starts, this takes a few second to finish for low β (« 1), but can take several minutes for greater
values. The calculation may fail due to the system being unstable if R, beta or theta is to large.
This results in higher relative errors than allowed and may yield unphysical solutions. If this
happens, increasing maxPoints (resulting in longer execution times) and/or decreasing R helps.
The calculation was found to be almost independent of the parameter delta, as long as it was
smaller that around 0.1 and larger than square root of machine epsilon1. The boundary conditions
is converted to the right format using the function bcDyon. When the calculating is complete,
the solution is interpolated, with linear spacing, on the used interval. Now the script evaluates
the integral in the function f using the trapezoidal numerical integration (trapz). Finally, both
the numerical and analytical BPS solutions of the functions K, H and J are plotted in a single figure.

If the reader wishes to solve the system in the limit of β → ∞, the function dyon must
be replaced by the function dyonLimit. Note that the input and output parameters must be
changed accordingly, from six components to four, as dyonLimit only includes K and J (because
H is equal to ξ everywhere).

Below is the main script.

% Main script
% Written by Måns Holmberg 2016-06-09

% Defining parameters
delta = 1e-5; % Lower integral bound
R = 1e2; % Upper integral bound
beta = 0; % M_H/M_W
theta = 0; % ArcTan(q/g)
maxPoints = 1e4; % Maximum numer of grid point used by bvpc4
initialPoints = 10; % Number of initial grid points used by bvpc4
tol = 1e-3; % Maximum allowed relative error.

% Boundary conditions
C = tan(theta);
ya(1) = 1;
yb(1) = 0;
ya(2) = 0;
yb(2) = sec(theta)*R;

1the smallest meaningful value that can be stored using a floating point data type. Usually around 10−16, but varies
depending on computer.
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ya(3) = 0;
yb(3) = tan(theta)*R;
y0 = [1, 0, 0, sec(theta)*R, 0, tan(theta)*R];

% Initial conditions from BPS solution
K = @(xi) xi./sinh(xi);
H = @(xi) sec(theta)*(xi.*coth(x)-1);
J = @(xi) tan(theta)*(xi.*coth(x)-1);
dK = (1-delta*coth(delta))*csch(delta);
dH = cosh(theta)*(coth(delta)-delta*csch(delta)^2);
dJ = (coth(delta)-delta*csch(delta)^2)*sinh(theta);
solinit = bvpinit(linspace(delta, R, initialPoints), [K(delta), H(delta), J(delta), dK,

dH, dJ]);

% Solves system using bvpc4
options = bvpset(’RelTol’, tol, ’NMax’, maxPoints); % This function sets the allowed

relative error and maximum number of grid points.
sol = bvp4c(@(xi, y) dyon(xi, y, beta), @(ya, yb) bcDyon(ya, yb, y0),...

solinit, options);
xi = linspace(delta, R, 1e4);
y = deval(sol, x);

% Calculates f by numerical integration
f = trapz(xi, (xi.^(-2)).*(xi.^2.*y(4,:).^2+0.5*(xi.*y(5,:)-y(2,:)).^2+...

0.5*(y(1,:).^2-1).^2+y(1,:).^2.*y(2,:).^2+0.25*p*(y(2,:).^2-xi.^2).^2+...
y(3,:).^2.*y(1,:).^2+0.5*y(3,:).^2-xi.*y(3,:).*y(6,:)+0.5*xi.^2.*y(6,:).^2));

f0 = sec(theta)^2; % The value of f from the BBS solution

% Plotting both the numerical and analytical solutions
figure
plot(xi, y(1,:), ’.k’, xi, K(xi), ’-k’);
hold on
plot(xi, y(2,:)./x, ’.b’, xi, H(xi)./xi, ’-b’);
plot(xi, y(3,:)./x, ’.r’, xi, J(xi)./xi, ’-r’);
hold off
axis([0, 10, 0, 1.05*max(y(2,:)./xi)]);

Here is the used functions. Make sure that they is located in the same folder as the main script
when running.

function dy = dyon(xi, y, beta)
dy = [y(4);...

y(5);...
y(6);...
y(1)*(y(2)^2-y(3)^2+y(1)^2-1)/xi^2;...
2*(y(1)^2)*y(2)/xi^2 + (0.5*beta^2)*y(2)*(y(2)^2-t^2)/xi^2;...
2*(y(1)^2)*y(3)/xi^2];

end

function res = bcDyon(ya, yb, y0)
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res = [ya(1)-y0(1); yb(1)-y0(2); ya(2)-y0(3); yb(2)-y0(4); ya(3)-y0(5); yb(3)-y0(6)];
end

function dy = dyonLimit(xi, y)
dy = [y(3);...

y(4);...
y(1)*(1+(y(1)^2-1-y(2)^2)/xi^2)
2*(y(1)^2)*y(2)/xi^2];

end

Appendix B
Here are the results of the numerical calculations. The result of calculating f (β) for different β of
a pure monopole (table (a)) agrees with the finding of [21] to an average of 4 decimal places. This
data is also plotted in figure 4.1. Table (b) shows f (β → ∞) for different fractions of electric to
magnetic charge (by varying the boundary conditions).

β f (β)

0 1.0000
0.01 1.0018
0.05 1.0185
0.1 1.0370
0.5 1.1454
1 1.2337
2 1.3460
3 1.4186
4 1.4683
5 1.5058
6 1.5357
7 1.5639
→ ∞ 1.7867

(a) Numerical calculations of f (β)

q/g f (β→ ∞)

0 1.7867
0.1 1.7895
0.2 1.7983
0.3 1.8133
0.4 1.8352
0.5 1.8646
0.6 1.9031
0.7 1.9527
0.8 2.0167
0.9 2.1011
1 2.2200

(b) Numerical calculations of f (β→ ∞) with varying
boundary conditions C = q/g.
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